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Grade 7 Reading/Literature (Master)
Essential Questions Content Skills

Fall Comprehension
 How does the development of literary
elements convey meaning?

Literature Analysis
 How does personal response to literature
contribute to understanding?

Reading Behaviors
 How does self-selection and reflection
impact growth as an independent reader?

Comprehension
 A. Elements of Fiction
     --Setting
     --Characterization
     --Conflict
     --Theme

 Literature Analysis
 B. Author Study
     --Avi
     --Gloria Whelan
     --Lucy Maud Montgomery

Reading Behaviors
 C. Reader's Workshop (whole year)
 -Independent Reading
 -Reading Log
 -Reading Goals
 -Weekly Journals
 -Book Recommendations

Literature Genres
 D. Exposure to Genres
 Realistic Fiction

A. Identify setting in text
 A. Place the setting in its historical/regional context
 A. Distinguish between direct/indirect characterization
using the text for support
 A. Know different types of conflict
         --man vs. self
         --man vs. nature
         --man vs. society
         --man vs. man
 A. Select passages from text to show understanding of
conflict types
 A. Discuss the themes of home and coming of age in the
texts
 A. Look for evidence in the text to support these themes

B. Complete a webquest that provides information about the
author and his/her background

C. Interpret independent reading through journal writing
 C. Discover connections to their life and world through
journal writing
 C. Integrate suggestions/constructive criticism of peer and
parent in future journals
 C. Recommend books to peers

D. Explore Literature

Comprehension
 How does the development of literary
elements convey meaning?

Vocabulary
 What is the importance of understanding
vocabulary to gain meaning from a text?

Literature Analysis
 A. Elements of Fiction
     --Mood
     --Setting
     --Irony
     --Conflict
     --Foreshadowing
     --Suspense
     --Symbolism
     --Characterization (Types)
     --Point of View
 --Theme

Comprehension
 B. Plot Structure
     --Exposition
     --Rising Action
     --Climax
     --Falling Action
     --Resolution

Vocabulary
 C. Vocabulary

A. Understand each of the concepts individually
 A. Cite examples of the concepts in the text
 A. Show how these concepts are interrelated

B. Understand each of the components of plot structure
 B. Find examples of these components in the text

C. Demonstrate understanding of vocabulary words from
the texts

D. Explore literature
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     --Rising Action
     --Climax
     --Falling Action
     --Resolution

Vocabulary
 C. Vocabulary

Literature Genre
 D. Exposure to Genres
 Short Story
 -Mystery/Suspense
 -Realistic Fiction
 -Classics

Vocabulary
 What is the importance of understanding
vocabulary while reading text?

Comprehension
 What does the development of literary
elements convey meaning?

Literature Analysis
 How does responding to what you read
impact your understanding of a piece of
literature?

How does an author's point of view impact
a piece of literature?

Vocabulary
 A. Vocabulary
     --Dialect

Literature Analysis
 B. Theme
     --Coming of Age
     --Good vs. Evil
     --Nostalgia

C. Author Information
     --Mark Twain

D. Learning Styles

E. Types of Humor
    --Satire
     --Farce
     --Irony
     --Parody

Literature Genres
 F. Exposure to Genres
 -Classics

A. Use dictionary to define a list of vocabulary words from
the text
 A. Interpret passages of dialect from the text

B. Discuss elements of coming of age through the theory of
nature vs. nurture
B. Reflect on personal childhood experiences

C. View Ken Burns' biographical film on Mark Twain and
apply author information to events in the text

D. Identify personal learning styles by completing an online
assessment and then analyze Tom's character accordingly

E. Analyze examples of humor through print and film, and
recognize use of humor in the novel

F. Exploring literature

Winter Literature Analysis
 How does understanding the
characteristics/structure of various literary
forms contribute to a greater understanding
of that text?

How does knowledge about an author's
personal experiences impact the reading
and interpretation of their work?

Vocabulary

Literature Analysis
 A. Allegory/ Parable

B. Symbolism

C. Author Information
     --John Steinbeck

D. Theme
     --Greed
     --Oppression

A. Interpret the story as an allegory
 A. Differentiate between what makes a parable/allegory

B. Formulate an abstract interpretation of a concrete object
from the text

C. Discuss the connections between the author's past
experiences and the text

D. Reflect on the themes presented in the text
 D. Formulate text to self connections with the themes
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of that text?

How does knowledge about an author's
personal experiences impact the reading
and interpretation of their work?

Vocabulary
 What is the importance of understanding
vocabulary while reading text?

C. Author Information
     --John Steinbeck

D. Theme
     --Greed
     --Oppression
     --Family

Vocabulary
 E. Vocabulary

Literature Genres
 F. Exposure to Genres
     -Classics

from the text

C. Discuss the connections between the author's past
experiences and the text

D. Reflect on the themes presented in the text
 D. Formulate text to self connections with the themes

E. Demonstrate understanding of vocabulary words from
the texts

F. Explore literature

Comprehension
 How does understanding the characteristics
of folktales contribute to your
understanding of history and culture?

Comprehension
 A. Creation Stories
     -- Setting
     --Cultural Differences

B. Myths
     --Characters including gods and goddesses
     --Explanations of early ideas about nature

C. Legends
     --Characterization of hero
     -- Cultural differences

D. Folktales
     --Trickster tales

E. Fairy Tales
     --Fantasy elements
     --Impossible tasks for underdog hero

F. Tall Tales
     --Exaggerated, larger than life heroes
     --American frontier

G. Urban Legends
     --Contemporary stories

Literature Genres
 H. Exposure to Genres
 -Folklore

A-G. Identify characteristics of each type of tale

A-G. Look for evidence in texts of the elements used in
context

A-G. Compare and contrast elements of different tales

H. Explore literature
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 H. Exposure to Genres
 -Folklore

Literature Analysis
 How can literature serve as a vehicle for
social change?

How does knowledge about an author's
personal experience impact the reading and
interpretation of their work?

Comprehension
 How do literary elements and active
reading enhance understanding?

Literature Analysis
 A. Author intent in novel and poetry

Comprehension
 B. Historical context
     -- slavery
     -- Civil War
     -- civil rights
     -- the Great Depression

Literature Analysis
 C. Symbolism
     -- tree as family

D. Theme
     --racism
     --coming of age
     --identity
     --individuality vs. group/ need to belong

Comprehension
 E. Active reading

Literature Genres
 F. Exposure to Genres
 -Historical Fiction

A. Analyze author purpose through text passages

A. Compare and contrast author's biography with fictional
text

A. Interpret poetry based on author background

B. Discuss key elements of historical context and apply to
story's setting and plot

C. Identify symbolism in the text

D. Reflect on themes presented in the text

E. Underline/ highlight text that:
     -- raises questions
     -- inspires discussion

F. Explore Literature

Spring Comprehension
 How are literary elements used to convey
meaning?

Literature Analysis
 How does knowledge about an author's
personal experience impact the reading and
interpretation of their work?

Comprehension
 What is the importance of understanding
vocabulary while reading text?

Comprehension
 A. Elements of Fiction
     --Exposition
     --Character (protagonist)
     --Imagery
     --Figurative Language
     --Internal and External Conflict

Literature Analysis
 B. Author and cultural/historical background
     --Ernest Hemingway biography
     --Robert Newton Peck biography
     --Cultural information

C. Theme
     --personal dignity
     --self-concept
     --influence of man and nature

Vocabulary
 D. Vocabulary

A. Discuss elements of fiction and cite examples of concepts
in the text

B. Compare author experiences and interests with text
events

C. Reflect on themes presented in the text

D. Demonstrate understanding of vocabulary words from
the texts

E. Explore literature
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     --personal dignity
     --self-concept
     --influence of man and nature

Vocabulary
 D. Vocabulary

Literature Genres
 E. Exposure to Genres
 -Realistic Fiction
 -Classics
 -Adventure

Comprehension
 How will active reading strategies make
you a more effective reader?

Reading Behaviors
 How does self-selection and reflection
impact growth as an independent reader?

Reading Behavior
 A. Outside reading project
     --Time management
     --Organization

 Comprehension
 B. Active Reading
     --Independent application of strategies

Reading Behavior
 C. Interactive response journals based on self
selection

Literature Genres
 D. Exposure to Genres
 -choice of genre

A. Interpret text independently
 A. Organize time and reading for long-term project
 A. Develop a timeline for reading and project completion
 A. Develop a positive attitude toward reading
 A. Participating in class silent reading
 A. Apply multiple intelligences to decide on final product

B. Connecting between text, self, and world
 B. Predicting
 B. Questioning
 B. Visualizing setting, characters, and actions
 B. Responding to reading in a personal way

C. Evaluating self selected readings with Bloom's
Taxonomy

D. Explore Literature

Literature Analysis
 How is theme connected to character and
self?

Literature Analysis
 A. Theme Study--Endurance
       --physical
       --emotional
       --mental 

Comprehension
 B. Active reading strategy
     --annotating

Literature Genres
 C. Exposure to Genres
     -Adventure
     -Autobiography
     -Realistic Fiction

A. Identify physical, mental, and emotional endurance
 A. Read and interpret non-fiction text
 A. Determine key elements of endurance
 A. Connect key elements of endurance (stamina, strength,
fitness, support, etc.) to personal life. and characters
 A. Recognize and apply what they know about endurance
to film clips

B. Annotate their novel based on questions they have and
examples of the theme
 C. Explore literature
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     -Autobiography
     -Realistic Fiction


